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INTRODUCTION 
In [5] D. T. Price raised the following problem, in connection with the 
determination of the minimal non-monomial finite groups: 
PROBLEM. Determine the structure of the$nite solvable groups G, satisfying 
the following two prqerties : 
1. Let V be a faithful irreducible E,G-module, where l$ is a finite field of 
characteristic p, and let V be equipped with a non-singular G-invariant 
symplectic form f( , ). (Hence G is asubgroup of Sp(Zm, q) with dim,& V) = 2m 
and f( , ) ha.3 its values in&$). 
2. For any proper subgroup H of G and for any irreducible P,H-submodule 
W of V, the form f( , ) is degenerate on W (i.e. f(x, y) = 0 for any 2 s W, y E W). 
We propose the name ‘minimal symplectic &G-module’ for such a 
&G-module V as mentioned in the hypotheses of the above problem. 
The corresponding group G will be called ‘minimal symplectic group 
for (Pp, V)‘. 
In [6] we determined all the faithful irreducible minimal symplectic 
&G-modules for the case q=p and G restricted to those finite groups 
which do not contain a normal extra-special r-subgroup of exponent r, 
r any odd prime. 
We tabulate here the complete results for those groups G, as obtained 
in [6] ; see next page. 
In this paper we make an attempt to get rid of the assumption q=p 
and of the prescribed restriction imposed on G. 
Notations, conventions etc. are standard and taken from Huppert’s 
and Gorenstein’s book. See [2] and [3]. All groups in this paper are supposed 
to be finite, so we will everywhere drop the word ‘finite’. All fields under 
consideration are finite, unless otherwise stated. 02,(G) is the normal 
subgroup of G, of maximal odd order (i.e. generated by all normal subgroups 
of odd order of G). If W is an irreducible &G-module, then WIN = t U 
will mean that W/N is the direct sum of t isomorphic irreducible EJV- 
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0 1. In Price’s paper [5] we find the following theorem and lemma, 
to be quoted in our new terminology and referred to as ‘1.7’ and ‘2.6’. 
THEOREM 1.7. If G is a minimal symplectic group for (Pp, V) with char 
EP =p, then either one of the following conditions holds : 
1) (PI, P) =l, or 
2) p=2 and GIOP (G) is a cyclic 2-group. 
Moreover, if G is of odd order, then G is of prime order. 
Very important is the 
LEMMA 2.6. Let G be a minimal symplectic group for (Pg, V) with char 
E, =p, and let E be aprimitive ICI ,z, ,),-root of unity in some extension$eld of E,. 
Then the following holds: 
a) If BW) J%l is even, then G is of odd prime order s, with (s, p) = 1. 
b) If i?W) -%I is odd, then G is a minimal symplectic group for (P,Je), W), 
where W is an irreducible minimal symplectic Pg(s)G-submodule of the 
Pp(e)G-module V@,P,(s). (It follows from the proof of lemma 2.6 that 
such a W does actually exist). 
Using 1.7 and 2.6 we are able to prove the following theorem : 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a minimal symplectic group for (P,, V) with 
q 3 3 (mod 4). 
Then either one of the following cases occurs: 
1) G is cyclic of odd prime order t, or 
2) G is cyclic of order 4. 
In case 1) we have dir+& V)= 2m with 2m the order of q module t, and 
in case 2) we have dim,(V) = 2. 
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PROOF : We split up the proof into several parts. 
1) By 1.7 it follows, that if G is not cyclic of prime order, then G has 
to be of even order. We assume the latter situation. Then, by 2.6, G is 
a minimal symplectic group for (I&(E), IV). Now, by lemma 2.2 and 2.3 
of [5], it follows that G itself is a cyclic group of order 4 as soon as G 
contains a cyclic subgroup of order 4. Hence we may also assume that 
the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are elementary abelian. In particular any 
2-element of G is an involution. 
Now, let u be the exponent of H for some subgroup H of G. Thus for 
all x E H, 1x1 1 zc holds. The 2-part of x has an order which is 2 at most, 
as there are only involutions in H as 2-elements of H. Therefore, since 
c: is a primitive jG/ (2, ,),-root of unity, it follows thatP,(“l/l)CP,(s), whence 
also that I&(e) is a splitting field for G and all of its subgroups. 
By lemma 2.8 of [5] we observe that for any normal subgroup N of G, 
with N # G, the following holds: either WIN is homogeneous, or WIN= 
WI i WZ, where Wi and WB are non-isomorphic E,(e)N-modules. (WI and 
IV2 are the homogeneous P,(e)N-constituents of WIN). Specialize N to 
the following situation : There exists N a 0, N # 1, such that G/N is 
cyclic of prime order s. We know (s, p) = 1. By Clifford’s theorem we 
conclude that s= 2 in the case that WIN is not homogeneous. Now let 
WIN=eU, U an irreducible P,(&)N-module. Let K be an algebraically 
closed field containing P*(E). As Pp( E is a splitting field for G and all ) 
of its subgroups, we see that WC&(,) K is an irreducible KG-module and 
that U@&J~JK is an irreducible KN-module. Now we have: 
F@&(dWv = Qv&,(e) K= (eU)@HQ(& g e(U @,(&). 
As W’/NI,p)= 1 we can apply here the theorem of Frobenius-Nakayama, 
and as K is an algebraically closed field, and as G/N is cyclic, we conclude 
that there is an KG-module T such that T is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of the induced KG-module (U@FQ,K)@~NKG, in such a way 
that TIN G U@RQ(,,K; by the Krull-Schmidt theorem and by Willems [7], 
(U~&J,,K)@KNKG decomposes in a direct sum of distinct irreducible 
KG-modules each occurring with multiplicity one, so that by Frobenius- 
Nakayama, e= 1. Hence W would be an irreducible P,(&)N-module with 
non-singular symplectic form. This is in conflict to the fact that G is a 
minimal symplectic group for (Pa(&), W). So W(N is not homogeneous and 
we have s=2. 
2) Therefore we conclude that G/G’ is an elementary abelian 2-group. 
Assume that N a G, N1 4 G, N f Ni, G/N r GINi G Ct. Let M= N n N1, 
so that G/M is elementary abelian of order 4. Now, from Berger’s paper [l] 
it follows that W is a so-called minimal P,(&)G-module, from which we 
see as a corollary that WI/M is homogeneous, since W 1 N is not homogeneous, 
and where WIN= WI-j- Wz, WI+ W 2 as P,(&)N-modules. Furthermore, 
from corollary 2.9 of [5], every normal abelian subgroup of G is cyclic, 
and if X a G with 02,(X) = 1, then X is a 2-group. So it follows that G 
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itself is either an elementary abelian a-group, or G contains a cyclic normal 
subgroup A of odd prime order with A Z M. The first case cannot occur 
(G would be cyclic of order 2 which is absurd because of the fact that 
W is an even-dimensional symplectic vector space over I&(E)). So we have 
the existence of the normal subgroup A of odd prime order of G, contai- 
ned in M. 
We split up according to lemma 2.8 of [5]: 
2a) Let there be two homogeneous constituents of A on W. By Clifford, 
we may take N as inertia subgroup of TI in G, so that WI~A = fT1, GIN g CZ, 
WI is an irreducible P,(a)N-submodule of W, and TI is an irreducible 
P,(e)A-submodule of W. As we saw above, W/N~ is not homogeneous, and by 
Price’s argument it follows that W~NI = Ui i Us, where Ui and Us are not 
isomorphic as P,(a)Ni-modules. Again we have that Ui1~ and Usl~ 
are both homogeneous. Now Wll~r = (WI i WZ)/M. AS&(E) is a splitting field 
for G and all of its subgroups, we find that WIJM and WZIM are both irre- 
ducible P,(a)M-modules. Suppose that they are both isomorphic as Eq(~)M- 
modules. Then W& and WZ~A are isomorphic as P,(e)A-modules. Hence 
WI/A+ WZ~A would consist of irreducible &(&)A-modules, all isomorphic 
to T1. This is not true as N is the inertia group of T1 in G. So WIIM + W21,t.z. 
Hence by constriction and by Clifford, N is also the inertia group of 
Wll~ in G and of Wzl~ in G, and W11~ and WZIM are the only existing 
irreducible P,(a)M-submodules of W. Look at Ni. Then Ni interchanges 
WIIM and Wzl~. Thus if S is an irreducible P,(e)Ni-submodule of UI, then 
immediately S/MM= Wlj~ (say) or X~M= Wlm. In the first case, G=NNi 
would be the inertia group of Wll M in G, an impossibility. So SIM = WIM 
must hold here. However, this implies that, for instance, WINI=S, 
contrary to the fact that G is a minimal symplectic group for (P*(E), W). 
2b) Let WIA = nU, where n is some natural number and where U is 
an irreducible P,(e)A-submodule of W. According to lemma 2.8 of [5], 
U is a self-dual faithful &(&)A-module. As A is cyclic of prime order, it 
follows that U is P*(s)A-isomorphic to Pf, where P+ is the additive group 
of a certain extension field P of P,JE), and where A acts on Pf by field 
multiplication. As 
(notice that the module Hom,,(,,(U, P*(E)) can be considered as &(&)A- 
module, see [4], p. 217) and by U z~,(~)AP+, we have 
P+ +&)A HomFQdP+, W)). 
Now, let P*(E) consist of r =ps elements and let [P :PJe)] =u, then by 
lemma 39.3 of [4a], it follows that either u= 1, IAl= or u=2m and 
2m is the order of r modulo IAl. The first case cannot occur, and the 
second case gives rise to some non-singular symplectic form on the P,(&)A- 
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module U, which is in conflict to the structure of G as minimal symplectic 
group for (&(a), W), by virtue of lemma 2.3 of [5]. 
3) ThereforewemusthaveG/Os(G)=G/G’and ]G/G’l=2. SoOa(G) # (1). 
Hence there exists a normal subgroup F of G, such that G/F E DC, where DC 
is dihedral of order 2c for c an odd prime, such that (c, p) = 1. By corollary 
2.9 of [5], we have Os,(Os(G)) # {I). So there exists A aG, A 6 02(G) 
with A cyclic of odd prime order by the same argument as used above. 
Assume that A=Oz(G) happens, i.e. F = (1). Then we would have 
D, C Sp(2, $) with Q&= #&(F). D, would be an irreducible subgroup of 
fw2, f) s SpP, a”), and this is not true. So we can assume that F 2 A 
in the case A # 02(G). (Indeed, if F 8 A, then 02,(F) = (11, and by corollary 
2.9 of [5], F would by a 2-group. Thus F would by an elementary abelian 
2-group by the beginning of this paper. But then, again by corollary 2.9 
of [5], F would be of order 2. So Os(G)=G’ would be cyclic of order 2c 
from which the contradiction IGIG’ = 4 would follow). Just as we did it 
above, we see that W/02(o) decomposes into two non-isomorphicE,(a)Os(G)- 
modules Wi and Wa which are both irreducible. By Berger’s paper [ 11, Wl[ F 
is homogeneous and as &(a) is a splitting field for F and its subgroups, 
we conclude that Wij~ is irreducible. The same holds for W21~. Therefore 
WIF= Wrl&- l+‘sI~, and W~~FL-& WZ]F for otherwise we would find by 
Berger’s paper that WIA is homogeneous contradicting case 2b). So this 
way of splitting is the only splitting of WIF into irreducibleP,(a)F-modules, 
as the WI and W2 are uniquely determined. Now, let G=Oz(G)(a), as= 1. 
Notice that such an element a exists. As (IGI , p) = 1, the module W~E,~~, 
is completely reducible. Hence let W 1 ~~~~ = + i Xi, where the Si are irredu- 
cible lP,(&)F(a)-modules. So for Si (say), we have Sij~= Wll~ or S~(F= 
Wll~i W21~. Note the element a interchanges WI~F and WAIF, as we know 
from Clifford’s theorem. Therefore the case Silo= WlIF= (&[~)a cannot 
occur. Thus we must have SiIF= W1IF-F WAIF, so that Xi, being in principle 
a direct summand of WI F<~,, is in fact equal to WIF<~,. As F(u) is a 
proper subgroup of G, this is in conflict to the fact that G is a minimal 
symplectic group for (&(a), W). 
Hence all contingencies are accounted for, and the proof of the theorem 
is complete. 
Theorem 1 can be applied to the problem of determining the structure 
of the minimal non-M-groups. See [5]. Therefore we have the following 
COROLLARY 2 Let G be a non-monomial group, whole proper sections are 
monomial. Assume that the order of the Fitting subgroup F(G) of G is divisible 
by a prime p with p c 3 (mod 4). Then F(G) is an extra-special p-group, 
G/F(G) operates trivially on Z(F(G)) and irreducibly on F(G)/Z(F(G)), and 
G/F(G) is cyclic of odd prime order or cyclic of order 4, 
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PROOF : This follows immediately from Theorem 1 in combination 
with theorem 1.6 of [5]. 
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